NOTICE - Town of DALTON
Seasonal Road Postings/Weight Restrictions

As authorized under RSA 236:3 Seasonal load weight restrictions will be implemented, in Dalton, on:

NH-135: Littleton T/L to Dalton T/L, Town of Dalton, Coos County
1 Forest Lake Road – Whitefield T/L to END of State Maintained, Dalton.

While the restrictions are in place the maximum allowable gross vehicle weight on posted sections of State highways is 30,000 pounds (15 tons), or, the sum of the width (in inches) of all tires contracting the road surface multiplied by 300, whichever is less.

Under current State law (RSA 236:3-1), heating fuel delivery vehicles, trucks delivering processed milk products, trust carrying sap for maple syrup production, and septic pumper trucks are exempt from the seasonal postings with written approval of the District Engineers. Exempt vehicles should carry a copy of the exemption letter in the commercial vehicle while traveling on posted roads.